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Norton Juster, author of the children's classic, The Phantom 
Tollbooth, wrote another book  called Alberic the Wise. In this story, 
Alberic starts out as a young man who knows nothing of the world 
outside of the little village in which he lives. One day a stranger 
comes to town, an old man with a large sack on his back. Out of 
curiosity Alberic begins a conversation with this traveler who tells him 
tales of faraway places full of mystery and wonder. For several days 
after his encounter with this old man, Alberic can think only of the 
larger world which lies beyond his village. Eventually, the allure of the
unknown proves greater than the comfort of the familiar, so he packs 
his belongings and sets out for these faraway places in search of the 
wisdom they might offer.

Before long Alberic comes to a walled city more grand than 
anything he has ever imagined. This city is renowned for its 
manufacture of stained glass. Satisfying himself that beauty is the 
true aim of wisdom, Alberic becomes an apprentice to an old 
craftsman for whom he works for two years, doing everything he was 
asked to do and learning all he can about the art of stained glass 
making. Finally, the day comes for Alberic to prove his own skill and 
show what he has learned. He labors meticulously over his stained 
glass creation, but alas, the finished product is of inferior quality. 
Alberic would never be a glassmaker.

Alberic moves on from that city to another famous for its 
stonecutters and masons. "Beauty isn't everything," he thinks. "The 
true measure of wisdom is utility. I'll do something useful." So, again 
he sets about the task of learning a trade, this time as a stonecutter. 
But his ability at stonecutting is as lacking as his efforts at making 
stained glass and so he moves on to the next town.

"Usefulness isn't everything," he decides. "Innovation is surely 
the measure of wisdom. I'll do something original." And soon he 
arrives at a village where the goldsmiths craft objects of unsurpassed 
beauty and elegance. But for Alberic, this third attempt only produces
a third failure.

And so it goes, city after city, try after try, year after year. Still, 
wisdom and skill elude poor Alberic. At last, old and alone, Alberic 
reaches the great capital city where he stops to rest with his 
accumulation of objects and memories. Intrigued by his strangeness, 
some of the youngsters of the town come up to him and inquire of 
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him where he has been and what he has seen. Alberic begins to tell 
them the stories of his pilgrimage. Each day brings more and more 
people to hear his tales of faraway places and to marvel at his 
knowledge. Even the king comes to listen and seek advice. So 
impressed is the king that he moves Alberic into a castle and gives 
him the title of Alberic the Wise. 

After the novelty and the newness of his recently acquired fame 
start to fade, however, Alberic begins to experience self-doubt. No 
matter what anyone else says or thinks, Alberic knows that he is not 
wise. But the more he tries to disown his reputation for wisdom, the 
wiser he is thought to be by the townspeople. Alberic grows more and
more sad and less at ease with himself. 

Finally, to the utter astonishment of everyone, Alberic packs up 
his belongings, gives up his palace, his wealth, his servants and his 
exalted position among the citizens of the town, and heads out on a 
journey for an unknown destination. Alberic has discovered the one 
thing that for him is true wisdom. "It is much better," he concludes, 
"to look for what I may never find than to find what I do not really 
want."

There are many ways in which the Old Testament character of 
Joseph reminds me of Alberic. There are some key differences, to be 
sure. Unlike Alberic, Joseph’s journey is not one that he chooses to 
take on. Instead, he is forced to move from one situation to the next. 
But like Alberic, his journey is one of repeated success and failure. 
And like Alberic, he eventually gains a reputation for having great 
wisdom.

Joseph’s story begins on a high point. He is the firstborn son of 
Jacob’s favorite wife, Rachel. He thus immediately takes priority over 
his ten older brothers as his father’s favorite child. Jacob makes no 
effort to hide his favoritism. In fact, he gives Joseph that famous, or 
perhaps infamous, coat. The traditional translation has been a “coat of
many colors,” though the NRSV calls it “a long robe with 
sleeves.”(Genesis 37:3) Whatever the garment is, it gets him in 
trouble with his brothers, who are understandably jealous of him. 
Young Joe doesn’t help matters out much when he tells them about 
the dreams he has where they are bowing down to him.

 Eventually, when he shows up wearing the precious apparel out 
in the pastures where his brothers are tending the family’s sheep, the 
rest of Jacob’s sons decide they’ve had enough. They strip Joseph of 
his fine clothing, throw him into a pit, and sell him as a slave to the 
next caravan of merchants passing by. Like Alberic in his quest for 
beauty, Joseph’s eye-catching attire leads eventually to failure.
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Joseph, however, manages to find himself working for a fairly 
gracious master, Potiphar, who finds him to be a very trustworthy 
servant. Like Alberic, Joseph discovers that there is value to be found 
in being useful as Potiphar makes him overseer for the entire 
household. Again, however, it is Joseph’s clothing that ultimately gets 
him in trouble. This time, it is Potiphar’s wife who disrobes him and 
presents Joseph’s garment falsely claiming it as evidence of the 
Hebrew’s unwanted sexual advances towards her. Potiphar is 
understandably furious; and Joseph once again finds himself facing 
great failure as he is thrown not into a pit, but into a prison.

Once more, though, he manages to work his way up to a position
of authority as he proves himself to be a responsible prisoner. The 
chief jailer eventually puts Joseph in charge of caring for all the other 
prisoners. This gives him the opportunity, like Alberic, to put his 
ingenuity to good use. When two of Pharaoh’s servants are 
imprisoned and have dreams, Joseph is able to interpret those dreams
for them. The cup bearer, who is soon released, promises that he will 
tell Pharaoh about Joseph’s innovative gift. But he then fails to live up 
to that promise. So Joseph’s hopes are once again dashed, just as 
Alberic’s hope to discover true wisdom repeatedly fails.

Finally, two years later, the cup bearer recalls his vow to Joseph 
when Pharaoh is troubled by a puzzling set of dreams. When the 
Egyptian monarch learns of a man who may be able to interpret his 
dreams, Joseph is brought out of prison, given another change of 
clothes, and brought before Pharaoh. He manages to decipher the 
dreams. He tells Pharaoh that there will be seven years of bumper 
crops, followed by seven years of famine. Joseph then goes a step 
further by advising Pharaoh what he should do to prepare for the 
upcoming famine: appoint overseers to collect twenty percent of all 
the grain produced over the next seven years of plenty, and store it 
up to be used to help make it through the lean years that lie ahead. 

This, then, brings us at last to our text for this morning. In this 
passage, Pharaoh realizes that Joseph possesses great insight. He not
only accepts Joseph’s advice, he goes a step further by appointing 
Joseph to be the one to see that it gets implemented. Just as the King
gave Alberic the title of “Alberic the Wise,” so Pharaoh now says to 
Joseph, “There is no one so discerning and wise as you.”(v. 39) 

Joseph does indeed show wisdom in his actions. His time of 
slavery and imprisonment have clearly had a maturing effect on him. 
This is no longer the brash young man boasting of his dreams of 
greatness to his older brothers. He is instead a much wiser man who 
recognizes the value of dreams for the greater good of society, rather 



than merely for his own personal gain or amusement. 
Years later, when he once again sees his brothers as they come 

to him seeking food during the famine, he continues to display 
wisdom. They do not recognize him, no doubt in part because has 
taken on yet another change of clothing. The fine attire he now wears 
that probably makes his old garment that fed their jealousy look like a
rag. But Joseph refrains from taking vengeance on them. Instead, he 
takes the opportunity to observe them. And once they demonstrate 
their own maturity and wisdom in the ways they treat one another—
especially Joseph’s only full brother, Benjamin—then and only then 
does Joseph reveal himself to them in a tearful and joyful reunion.

In observing Joseph’s wisdom it is interestingly the Egyptian 
Pharaoh who recognizes God at work in him. In the second verse of 
our text for this morning, “Pharaoh said to his servants, ‘Can we find 
anyone else like this—one in whom is the spirit of God?’”(v. 38) The 
spirit of God is thus revealed to be the spirit of wisdom. The prophet 
Isaiah later makes this same sort of equation as he speaks of “The 
spirit of the LORD” as “the spirit of wisdom and 
understanding.”(Isaiah 11:2) 

In our New Testament passage for this morning, Jesus speaks of 
the Spirit in very similar terms as he promises the disciples that the 
“Spirit of truth” will soon be coming to guide them.  Wisdom and truth
may not be exactly the same thing, but they are most certainly very 
closely related. In fact, the philosopher Plato in his Republic has his 
teacher Socrates asking rhetorically, “Could you find anything more 
akin to wisdom than truth?” To this his imagined conversation partner,
Glaucon, replies, “Impossible.”(Book VI, 485c)

This title for the Holy Spirit—Spirit of truth—is found only in the 
writings attributed to John. We find it three times in the Gospel and 
twice in the Letter of First John. And all of the Gospel references are 
spoken by Jesus himself at the very end of his ministry, and then only
to his closest disciples. It isn’t until after he has eaten his Last Supper
with them and washed their feet—in those final few hours before he is
betrayed and arrested and put to death. That’s when Jesus finally 
begins to talk with his most trusted followers about the Spirit of truth.

By this point, these disciples have spent up to three years with 
him. They’ve traveled all over Palestine. They’ve seen him perform all 
sorts of signs and wonders. They’ve heard him preach to great crowds
in public and listened to him teach in small, intimate settings. And 
yet, after all they’ve seen and heard and experienced with him, Jesus 
tells them in today’s text, “I still have many things to say to you, but 
you cannot bear them now.”(v. 12) In spite of everything they’ve been
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through together, the disciples are not yet ready for the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth. Like Joseph, they still need 
more maturity and more insight before they are prepared to receive 
the Spirit of truth—the Spirit of wisdom.

Wisdom, it would seem, does not come without difficulty. For the
disciples, the Spirit of truth isn’t revealed until they’ve endured the 
grief and terror of seeing their friend and teacher publicly executed in 
the most gruesome manner. For Alberic, gaining wisdom took a 
lifetime of searching and repeated failures. For Joseph, wisdom was 
granted only after years in slavery and prison. 

One commentator reflects on our Old Testament text for this 
morning in this way: “What wouldn’t I do for a dollop of the Spirit to 
make me wise and discerning! . . . What wouldn’t I give for an 
endowment of the Spirit that invests me with the power to interpret 
dreams! I could make a fortune.” 

“But wait,” he realizes. “There’s a lot I wouldn’t do—or wouldn’t 
want to do—were I a latter-day Joseph. In fact, I wouldn’t want to do 
most of what Joseph did.”

He goes on to say, “The Spirit of God didn’t come to Joseph like a
flash of lightning, with hands raised—but while his hands were hard at
work, with his sleeves rolled up. . . . By the time he interprets 
Pharaoh’s dreams, Joseph has proved himself practiced in both dream
interpretation and administration and, in Pharaoh’s eyes, is full of a 
Spirit that could only be God’s.”

The commentator concludes, “I want to be a person with the 
Spirit of God in me. I just don’t want to do what it takes to be that 
person. I want wisdom the easy way. I want a burst of inspiration, but
I don’t want to serve stints in prison—or any other hopeless, hapless, 
endless, seemingly useless years of waiting and boredom and aging 
and deteriorating. Years, we know now, which weren’t useless at all, 
even if they were excruciating, because Joseph practiced in prison the
very skills that would lead him to the upper echelons of global power 
and, more important, to become a person full of the Spirit of God, 
wisdom, and discernment.”(Jack Levison, 40 Days with the Holy 
Spirit)

I imagine a lot of us empathize with this writer. In our quick-fix 
society geared toward instant gratification, we don’t want to have to 
wait. We don’t want to have to go through hard times. We don’t want 
to have to work through complex issues and deal with thorny 
questions. We want our truth to be simple and concise. We want 
wisdom and we want it now.

And to us, Jesus continues to speak, “I still have many things to 
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say to you, but you cannot bear them now.”(v. 12) But then, in the 
very next breath, he also goes on to promise, “When the Spirit of 
truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth.”(v. 13)

Yes, the Spirit came in great power at Pentecost. And yes, the 
Spirit is available to guide and empower us as followers of Jesus 
today. But that Spirit that came to the disciples long ago continues to 
come to us in new and fresh ways as well. The Spirit continues to 
bring wisdom and truth to those who are faithful in seeking it—though
there are times when we may despair of seeking. For the Spirit 
continues to grow us and mature us—often in ways that are painful, 
or at the very least uncomfortable. And we are conditioned to avoid 
pain and discomfort.

Yet without pain, there is no growth. Without discomfort, there is
no maturity. Without suffering there is, ultimately, no true wisdom. 
Alberic discovered what Joseph himself probably knew—and what the 
disciples would eventually come to know as well: that wisdom is not a
destination at which one finally arrives. That wisdom, like faith, is 
rather bread for the journey–a companion for one's pilgrim walk. That
wisdom is not something we possess, but something that possesses 
us, coming as it does at crucial moments of life providing guidance 
and direction—a serendipitous gift delivered by the grace of God at 
times when it is most truly needed. And so, to paraphrase Alberic the 
Wise, “It is, in the end, much better to seek for what we may never 
find than to find what we do not really need.”


